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Florida’s billion-dollar fishing industry struggles
after Hurricane Ian
The devastation hit Florida’s multibillion-dollar fishing industry hard —
especially in Lee County, where the storm made a direct hit with 150
mph winds.
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A shrimp boat lies grounded at Erickson & Jensen Seafood on San Carlos Island in Fort Myers Beach, Fla.| Rebecca
Blackwell/AP Photo

When Hurricane Ian made landfall on Florida’s southwest coast, the Category 4 storm
wiped out dock pilings, crashed fishing boats on land and demolished seafood markets.
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The devastation hit Florida’s multibillion-dollar fishing industry hard — especially in Lee
County, where the storm made a direct hit with 150 mph winds.

One fisherman, Bob Zales II, said he’d never experienced such destruction. And he would
know.
“I can tell you because we experienced [Hurricane] Michael here,” Zales, a secondgeneration commercial and charter fisherman in Panama City, Fla., said, referring to the
2018 hurricane that affected the Panhandle. “Ian is a magnified Michael.”
As Florida continues to recover from the deadly hurricane, its full impact is still being
assessed. More than 100 people were killed by the storm, and some beachfront
communities were all-but destroyed.
The disaster to Florida’s seafood sector adds another strain to the mostly small business
industry, and comes amid post-pandemic recovery, a growing aquaculture industry and a
lawsuit against the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration regarding red
grouper allocations, which gives a higher quota to recreational fishermen and limits that
for commercial ones.
Florida’s fishing industry is integral to Florida’s economy. Saltwater recreational fishing
alone has a $9.2 billion impact on the state and employs over 88,000 people; commercial
fishing generates $3.2 billion in income and supports over 76,000 jobs, according to the
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission.
“In Lee County, everyone’s hurting,” said Andrew Ropicki, a University of Florida
assistant professor in food and resource economics and a Florida Sea Grant marine
resource economics specialist. The biggest impacts he’s researched so far are to the
shrimp industry.
The shrimp fleet on San Carlos Island in Fort Myers Beach in Lee County lands about $13
million worth of shrimp a year, about a quarter of the state’s total value. Only three of
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about 50 boats are operational, Ropicki said, and even if the crews were to operate them,
there’s no place to offload.

Damaged shrimp boats and debris litter the waterfront and the pier on San Carlos Island in Fort Myers
Beach, Fla. | Rebecca Blackwell/AP Photo

Further south in Monroe County, tens of thousands of spiny lobster traps are missing;
spiny lobster is the state’s second largest commercial fishery behind shrimp.
“I've heard an estimate — not verified numbers — but an estimate of 85,000 traps loss,
and the replacement value on those is about 80 bucks,” Ropicki said, meaning the loss
from traps could be around $6.8 million.
Reef fish fisheries, grouper and snapper fisheries have all also taken hits.
To add on another layer, financial relief will likely take a long time to reach fishermen’s
pockets.
“I just got my Michael money about three months ago,” Zales said, referring to the
government assistance he received from the 2018 storm.
Hurricane Michael caused estimated damages to fishery related businesses of $45
million, according to the FWC. It took up to four years for Zales and other fishermen to
receive government financial assistance.
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Part of the delay was due to the pandemic. The FWC’s request for federal assistance was
put on hold so NOAA Fisheries could disburse Covid-relief funds to fish management
agencies, according to FWC spokesperson Emily Abellera.
When the agency received the relief funding award letter from NOAA in August 2021 —
which outlines the amount of money awarded to fisheries in the state — it disbursed the
funds within nine months.
Another delay was due to a lack of funds available, according to a NOAA spokesperson:
“At the time of the determination, no Congressionally appropriated funds were available
for assistance.”
There was also a delay due to the process in which it takes NOAA Fisheries to assess the
damage and issue a disaster declaration. The agency sends out teams to survey the
damage to hundreds of independent operations. There’s also less data and more nuanced
infrastructure to assess compared to agriculture, where relief moves at a much quicker
pace. (Some farmers could receive financial aid from Michael just weeks after the storm
hit.)
“We all wish the fisheries process was quicker than it is,” Ropicki said. Through the
Florida Sea Grant, he helps the state’s rapid damage assessment, which helps point
NOAA towards the greatest damage. “It takes a long time to get that money out, but it's
not for lack of trying.”
There are several bills in Congress — the Fishery Failures: Urgently Needed Disaster
Declarations Act and the Fishery Resource Disasters Improvement Act — that aim to
expedite the process, although there’s no timeline for when the bills will pass.
Zales, who’s the president of National Association of Charterboat Operators and a fishery
management consultant for the Southern Offshore Fishing Association, doesn’t want
fellow fishermen to suffer the wait for financial relief like he did.
“You struggle,” Zales said of the long waiting period. “You get help from friends, you get
help from different associations; they’ll provide a little bit of money. But some people
didn't make it through that four year period. They're done. They're gone. That business is
gone.”
Ian, Zales said, caused even more damage than previous hurricanes. Along with Lee and
Charlotte counties being more populated areas than the panhandle, “Ian was a much
broader storm, it carried a lot more storm surge.”
Further, most fish houses, charter boats and commercial fisheries are family-owned,
multi-generation operations, integral to the local community.
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“Fishing is not an industry that you really get rich over, but it's a livelihood. … You're able
to make a decent living,” Zales said. “These fishing small businesses, they take care of
their local communities.”
Before fishermen can return to the water, they first need to get their homes in order and
secure supplies for their families.
Casey Streeter, a first-generation fisherman in Charlotte County who owns 10 boats and
two fish markets, texted POLITICO: “Family is safe. Lost the fish house, Sanibel shop
and house was flooded out.”
The FWC’s Division of Marine Fisheries has been in contact with its partners and are
coordinating next steps, said spokesperson Abellera. When a rapid assessment is
conducted, the agency anticipates that the state will request federal fisheries disaster
declaration from the Secretary of Commerce.
Abellera didn’t provide a specific timeline and added the FWC has been focused on
emergency response, including rescue and recovery. “We are committed to assisting our
fishing industry and will provide updates when available,” Abellera said, adding the FWC
will work as fast as possible to help fishermen affected by Ian.
In the interim, UF’s Rapicki points fishermen to Florida’s emergency bridge loan
program, which Gov. Ron DeSantis activated earlier last week.
Zales is also calling on the Commerce Department to expedite financial relief and has his
eye on the Fishery FUNDD Act, which would set a 120-day timeline for the Secretary of
Commerce to evaluate a fishery disaster request, and set a 90-day timeline for disbursal
of funds. It passed the Senate in 2019 and was introduced to the House in early 2020.
The bill “would certainly play a role in assisting fishermen impacted by natural
disasters,” according to the communications director for Rep. Jared Huffman (D-Calif.),
sponsor of the bill. “Rep. Huffman is still committed to getting it across the finish line.”
The spokesperson, however, did not provide the bill’s next steps.
The other bill hoping to pass Congress is the Fishery Resource Disasters Improvement
Act, introduced in 2021 also by Rep. Huffman and by Rep. Daniel Webster (D-Fla.). H.R.
5453 would reform NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service Fishery Resource Disaster
Relief program to expedite disaster relief.
“Florida’s fishing industry is an economic powerhouse,” Webster’s press secretary said in
a statement to POLITICO. “Rep. Webster will continue to work to ensure that the
industry is supported as the state recovers from Hurricane Ian.”
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Both Webster and Huffman are “actively working” together “in hopes to get the bill
passed this congress.”
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